
Exacting Revenge

Skinless

When the time comes
When the fields burn
As the sun sets
Breathe in a final breath
As the floods come and the rain falls
Winds of failures stench
    
Shifting mindset
Sands of time
Ground from bone
Hands of man
    
From optimism
To defeat
Crashing ideas
Of idolatry
    
When the knife pulls

Across your throat
As the numbness
Sets upon your lips
And the warmth
Sets in
Then a bitterness
Frigid fall
    
Forgotten ways retold
Barbarity re-imagined
Igniting a new inferno
Ancient measures renewed
    
Slitting every deities throat
Exposing every lie

What once has given you comfort
Lifting the disguise
Falsified stories led you to this place
Arrival to expose the truth and relieve this disgrace
    
Fleeting fantasies, laid to rest
Surviving fallacies, put to death
Rapid decimation, slowly sought
Hunted, haunted, what once was…ROT
    
Fleeting fantasies, laid to rest
Surviving fallacies, put to death
Rapid decimation, slowly sought
Hunted, haunted, what once was…ROT
    
When the knife pulls
Across your throat
As the numbness
Sets upon your lips
And the warmth
Sets in
Then a bitterness
Frigid fall
    



Fleeting fantasies, laid to rest
Surviving fallacies, put to death
Rapid decimation, slowly sought
Hunted, haunted, what once was…ROT
    
Forgotten ways retold
Origins of barbarity re-imagined
A new level of brutality
Ancient measures renewed
    
Slitting every deities throat
Exposing every lie
What once has given you comfort
Lifting the disguise
Falsified stories led you to this place
Arrival to expose the truth and relieve this disgrace
    
Forgotten ways retold
Origins of barbarity re-imagined
A new level of brutality
Ancient measures renewed
    
Slitting every deities throat
Exposing every lie
What once has given you comfort
Lifting the disguise
Falsified stories led you to this place
Arrival to expose the truth and relieve this disgrace
    
With flames, with fists, with steel
Awaiting my chance to take your life away
    
EXACTING REVENGE
    
When the knife pulls
Across your throat
As the numbness
Sets upon your lips
And the warmth
Becomes reality
Then a bitterness
Frigid fall
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